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per. Besides explaining our method, we
also go into the theory behind it, includ-

We develop an aggregate measure of syning permutation statistics, and the custom
tactic difference for automatically findnormalisations required for applying these
ing common syntactic differences between
tests to syntactical data. We also explain
collections of text. With the use of this
how to use the software we developed to
measure it is possible to mine for differapply this method to new corpora, and give
ences between for example, the English
some suggestions for further research.
of learners and natives, or between related dialects. If formulated in advance,
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Introduction

hypotheses can also be tested for statistical significance. It enables us to find not

Languages are always changing and never ho-

only absence or presence, but also under-

mogenous or completely isolated. For example,

and overuse of specific constructs. We

language contact is a common phenomenon, and

have applied our measure to the English

one which may even be growing due to the in-

of Finnish immigrants in Australia to look

creased mobility of recent years. There are also

for traces of Finnish grammar in their En-

differences in language usage between various

glish. The outcomes of this detection pro-

sub-cultures in society, whether or not under the

cess were analysed and found to be in-

influence of education and media.

sightful and a report is included in this pa-

there are of course differences between regional

And lastly,
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dialects, which might also be changing under the

This paper proposes, explains and tests a com-

influence of the above-mentioned, and many other,

putational technique for measuring the aggregate

factors, including their own complex internal dy-

degree of syntactic difference between two vari-

namics.

eties of language. With it we attempt to measure

But as these rich fields for investigation are be-

the “total impact” in Weinreich’s sense, albeit with

ing explored, we nonetheless still seem to lack

respect to a single linguistic level, syntax. It may

ways of assaying the aggregate differences in lan-

make the data of many linguistic, sociolinguistic

guage usage between various groups.

For ex-

and dialectological studies amenable to the more

ample, most of the cross-linguistic research into

powerful statistical analysis currently reserved for

Second Language Acquisition (SLA) has so far

numerical data.

focused on examining typical second-language

Naturally researchers want more than a measure

learners’ errors, such as absence of the copula,

which simply assigns a numerical value to the dif-

absence of prepositions, different (deviant) uses

ference between two syntactic varieties. We also

of articles, loss of inflectional endings, and de-

want to know how significant the difference is, and

viant word order. These are often examined for

we want to be able to identify the sources of the

evidence of interference (in learning) or poten-

difference, both in order to win confidence in the

tial substrate influence in contact situations (Odlin,

measure, but also to answer linguistic questions,

1989; Odlin, 1990; Odlin, 2006a; Odlin, 2006b).

such as those about the relative stability/volatility

As Weinreich famously noted:

of syntactic structures. The technique presented
not only offers a significance value for the aggre-

No easy way of measuring or characterizing the

gate difference, but also allows one to pin-point

total impact of one language on another in the

the syntactic differences responsible for it. Strictly

speech of bilinguals has been, or probably can

speaking such significance values are of course

be devised. The only possible procedure is to de-

only valid if hypotheses are formulated in ad-

scribe the various forms of interference and to tab-

vance. Lauttamus, Nerbonne and Wiersma (2007)

ulate their frequency. (Weinreich, 1968, p. 63)

present some linguistic results of the technique
2
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when applied to a corpus of English conversation

niques for studying lexical borrowing and its

with emigrants from Finland to Australia. The

phonological effects, and Poplack, Sankoff and

present paper focuses on the technical and math-

Miller (1988) went on to exploit these advances in

ematical basis of the technique.

order to investigate the social conditions in which
contact effects flourish best.

In the second and third sections we introduce,
explain and discuss our method at an intuitive

We follow Aarts and Granger (1998) most

level. In the fourth we go into some practical re-

closely, who suggest focusing on tag sequences in

sults it has produced as applied to the English of

learner corpora, just as we do. We shall add to

Finnish immigrants in Australia. The fifth will

their suggestion a means of measuring the aggre-

go deeper into the statistical theory behind it, and

gate difference between two varieties, and show

contains a full, mathematical description of the

how we can test whether that difference is statisti-

method. Then the sixth and seventh sections con-

cally significant.

tain an explanation of how to use the software we

Nathan Sanders (2007) has, in the meantime,

produced for doing this research, and some sug-

extended our method to use parse tree leaf-path

gestions for possible future research. We then con-

ancestors of Sampson (2000) instead of n-grams.

clude and provide some acknowledgements.

These are the tags along the routes from the root
tag of the parse-tree up to and not including each

1.1

Related Work
word of the sentence. He used it on the British

Thomason and Kaufmann (1988) and van Coet-

part of the ICE (International Corpus of English)

sem (1988) noted, nearly simultaneously, that the

corpus, which is already fully parsed. In this pa-

most radical (structural) effects in language con-

per, however, we only report on the method using

tact situations are to be found in the language of

n-grams, but we find his extensions promising.

switchers, i.e., in the language used as a second or

Related work on classifying syntaxes at an ag-

later language. In line with this we looked at the

gregate level may be found in the authorship

English of immigrants in our example research.

recognition literature. Baayen, van Halteren &
Tweedie (1996) work with full parses on an au-

Poplack and Sankoff (1984) introduced tech3
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• Compare their relative frequencies using a

thorship recognition task, while Hirst & Feiguina

permutation test

(2007) apply partial parsing in a similar study, obtaining results that allow them to distinguish a no-

• Sort the significant POS-n-grams by extent of

toriously difficult author pair, the Bronte sisters.
difference
Also they establish that their technique can work
• Analyse the results

for even short texts (500 words and fewer), which
could be an enormous advantage in applications of

Now we will describe these steps in more de-

methods such as the one presented here or even a

tail, starting with the tagging of two comparable

combination of our methods.

collections of text.

2

2.1

Method

Tagging two collections of comparable
material

The fundamental idea of the proposed method is to
tag the corpus to be investigated syntactically, to

We start with two collections of comparable ma-

create frequency vectors of n-grams (trigrams for

terial. For this you can think of two sets of inter-

example) of POS (part-of-speech) tags, and then

views with people from different dialect areas, or

to compare and analyse these using a permutation

essays from two different grades and other sim-

test. This then results in both a general measure

ilar pairs of samples. In our example research

of difference and a list with the POS-n-grams that

into the English of Finnish immigrants in Aus-

are most responsible for the difference.

tralia we used interviews divided in two generations of arrival in Australia. One group was aged

In five steps the method proceeds:

16 or younger when they disembarked, and the
other was 17 or older. The interviews come from

• POS-tag two collections of comparable mathe F INNISH AUSTRALIAN E NGLISH C ORPUS by
terial
Greg Watson (1996), and are reduced to the parts
• Take n-grams (1- to 5-grams) of POS-tags

that were free conversation, leaving a remaining

from it

total of 305,000 words.
4
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Taking n-grams of POS-tags

words, lexical categories are assigned to all words
Then, in order to be able to look at syntax instead
in all the sentences. There are many POS-taggers,
of just single POS-tags, the tags are collected into
both statistical and rule-based taggers;1 ) but we
n-grams, i.e. sequences of POS tags as they occur
use Thorsten Brants’ Trigrams ’n Tags (TnT) tagin corpora. For a sentence such as ‘We’ll have a
ger, a hidden Markov model tagger which has perroast leg of lamb tomorrow (...)’ (extracted from
formed at state-of-the-art levels in organized comour data), the tagger assigns the following POS laparisons, achieving a precision of 96.7% correct
bels:
tag assignments on the material of the Penn Treebank corpus (Brants, 2000).

As our chosen tagger is a statistical tagger, we
also need a tag-set and a corpus to train it on. For

We

’ll

have

PRON(pers,plu)

AUX(modal,pres,encl)

V(montr,infin)

a

roast

leg

ART(indef)

N(com,sing)

N(com,sing)

of

lamb

tomorrow

PREP(ge)

N(com,sing)

ADV(ge)

this we choose the British part of the ICE corThese are then collected into n-grams. Trigrams
pus (Nelson , 2002). This corpus is fully tagged
are as follows: PRON(pers, plu)-AUX(modal,
and checked by hand, so it forms a sound basis. It
pres,

encl)-V(montr,

infin),...,

ART(indef)-

uses the TOSCA-ICE tagset, which is a linguistiN(com,

sing)- N(com,

sing),...,

PREP(ge)-

cally sensitive set, designed by linguists (not comN(com, sing)-ADV(ge) ...
puter scientists) and consisting of 270 POS tags
In our research into the English of Finnish im(Garside , 1997).
migrants to Australia we used POS trigrams, and
collected about 47,000 different kinds of trigrams
from our corpus. For optimization reasons, and for
1

List of taggers:

statnlp.html#Taggers,
are

on

this

list,

http://www-nlp.stanford.edu/links/
CLAWS
Tsujiis

&

Tagger:

tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/∼tsuruoka/postagger/,

a reason that we will come back to in section 5.3.2,

TreeTagger
http://www-

we removed all trigrams that occurred 5 times or

ALPINO:

less, leaving us with a remaining total of 8,300

http://www.let.rug.nl/ vannoord/alp/Alpino/ (only for Dutch)

POS-trigram-types.
5
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Compare frequencies using a Permutation

tween these two in the same fashion. We then

Test

look if the difference is the same or bigger than
in the base case, and if it is, we take note of this.

The next step consists of counting how frequently

We repeat this process with the random sets ten

each of the POS-n-grams (the 8,300 trigrams in

thousand times, taking different random sets every

our case) occurs in both of the data-sets, or sub-

time, and in the end we sum the total number of

corpora. These counts result in two vectors, or

times the difference was at least as extreme as in

in more familiar phrasing, in two table rows in a

the base case. This value is then divided by the

2 × 8,300 element table, with for each n-gram a

ten thousand times we tried, and the outcome of

column of two cells, containing frequency counts,

that is — in standard hypothesis testing terms —

one for each group. These form the input for

our p-value. This represents how many times in

our statistical-test. Although there is no conve-

ten thousand (standardized to one) a difference as

nient test in classical statistics that we can ap-

large as that found in the base-case would have oc-

ply to check whether the differences between vec-

curred by pure chance.

tors containing 8,300 elements are statistically sig-

But before a statistical difference can be deter-

nificant, we may fortunately turn to permutation

mined, a measure for the difference has to be cho-

tests with a Monte Carlo technique in this situation

sen, and we have to decide what elements to per-

(Good, 1995). We will explain it in detail (with all

mutate. For various statistical reasons explained

formulas) in section 5, but the fundamental idea in

in section 5.1 we permutated speakers, using what

a permutation test is very simple:

we call subject normalisation. We also normalised

We first measure the difference between two

for frequency using a between-types normalisation

sets of data in some convenient fashion, obtain-

(see section 5.3 for these). As our measure we de-

ing a degree of difference, lets call this the base-

veloped RSquare, which takes the square of the

case. We then extract two sets at random from

difference between each normalised n-gram count

the total of all data pooled together, which become

for the two groups, more on this in section 5.4.

our new sets, and we calculate the difference be-

Thus using two normalisations and a suitable
6
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measure we permutated authors instead of sen-

track of and comparing all the n-gram RSquare

tences or n-grams and the test provides us with a

values, besides the aggregate RSquare value. It

p-value for the overall difference between the two

might look like there is issue with so called family-

sets of data.

wise errors, because of the 8,300 tests, of which
5% (about 415) would get a p-value below 0.05

2.4

Sort POS-n-grams by extent of difference

by pure chance. We cover this by requiring the

In addition to testing the aggregate difference be-

aggregate difference to be significant at a p level

tween the two sub-corpora, we also wanted to be

of 0.05 first (as an omnibus test, for the possible

able to extract the POS-n-grams that were most

truth of the overall null-hypothesis; there being no

responsible for the difference. Finding individ-

overall difference). This protects us from com-

ual POS-n-grams allowed us to find the linguistic

plete null hypothesis family-wise errors (Westfall

sources of the difference, and to understand these

and Young, 1993). More on this, and possible im-

better. In addition it also enabled us to test the

provements, in section 6.
Once we have this list of significant POS-n-

method.
We get a list of responsible POS-n-grams by

grams we sift them into the groups for which they

looking at the vectors from the base-case again,

are typical. We do this for each n-gram by com-

and applying a permutation-test to all the individ-

paring the value found in the base-case for that n-

ual POS-n-grams. In other words; we do 8,300

gram with the expected value for it based on the

permutation-tests, one for each n-gram. So for

group-size. If the groups are of the same size,

each individual n-gram the RSquare value of the

the expected values are the same for both groups

base-case is kept, and then in each permutation

(half the corpus-wide count for the n-gram) and it

the RSquare value for the same n-gram is com-

is simply a case of looking at which of the base-

pared to it for being as large or larger, counting

case values is larger, but if group-sizes differ, we

these, and using them to arrive at p-values, as in

need to use the expected values based on group-

the original permutation test. For practical reasons

size (see the third normalisation, section 5.3.3).

we did these tests all at the same time, by keeping

So we have two lists now, one for each group.
7
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Analyse the results

list by how characteristic the n-gram type is for
The last step consists of analysing the data. This
that group. The extent of typicality can be detercomes down to putting the top-x n-grams in conmined both relatively, normalised for frequency,
text and attempting to interpret them. This oband absolutely, but more on these options in secviously requires intimate knowledge of the lantions 5.3.2 and 5.3.1. What is important here is
guages and/or dialects under comparison. To make
that they are sorted in this step.
things easier, besides the toolset for the method,
As noted we only select and sort the significant
we also developed some tools to help the analysis,
POS-n-grams. The requirement of significance file.g. a program to find examples from the corpus
ters out any n-grams which occur only or mostly
for given POS-n-grams.

2

in one group, but for which this is probably due
Besides tools and linguistic skills there are two
to chance. For example if we simply selected nimportant facts to keep in mind while analysing
grams for which more than, say, 80% of occurthe results. The first is that the method will find
rences fall in one group, then we would also select
differences only between the two sets provided for
n-grams occurring only once, purely by chance, in
comparison. For example if a certain POS-n-gram
one of the groups (these would be 100% characis over- or under-used in both groups, relative to
teristic, but never significant).
the general population, then the method will not
At the end of this step we thus have two lists
find it as being characteristic for both groups. So
of typical, significant POS-n-grams which can be
one has to be careful not to make claims that inanalysed for linguistic causes of the aggregate difvolve a comparison to the broader population of
ference between the groups. Moreover, we sort
native speakers.
them to bring the most characteristic n-grams to
2

the top, so that we see the most relevant data first.

The

Computational

Linguistics

was developed for the method,

Toolset,

which

is available from

We may then analyse the data only up to a specific

http://en.logilogi.org/Wybo Wiersma/User/Com Lin Too.

cut-off point, such as for example the top-200 of

This web-page also contains an introduction to their usage,

each list.

and information on the other auxiliary tools.

8
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Why this Method

(set of) POS-n-grams is significantly characteristic for a group, this does not mean that ones ex-

An important feature of our method is that it

planation is correct. We do not claim that POS-

can identify not only deviant syntactic uses (er-

n-grams play an explanatory role in the account

rors), but also the overuse and underuse of lin-

of language contact, only that they are indicative

guistic structures, whose importance is empha-

of language contact effects. There can be more

sized by researchers on second-language acquisi-

than one explanation for the over- or under-use of

tion (Coseriu, 1970; Ellis, 1994; Bot , 2005). Ac-

POS-n-grams, e.g. the imposition of first language

cording to these experts it is misleading to con-

structures, poor perception, or general tendencies

sider only errors, as second language learners like-

toward simplification.

wise tend to overuse certain possibilities and tend

Thirdly, one has to formulate hypotheses in ad-

to avoid (and therefore under-use) others. For

vance, in order to test them. We may also use

example, de Bot et al. (2005) and Thomason

the method to ”data mine” for possible differences,

(2001, 148) suggest that non-transparent construc-

but hypotheses to be tested must be formulated in

tions are systematically avoided even by very good

advance (also see section 6).

second-language learners. And we expected to
find this kind of SLA behaviour in our migrants’

In spite of all these cautions, the method is quite

data.

powerful, and has been shown to be useful for at
least data mining in our research on the English of

This brings us to a second feature of the method:

Finnish immigrants in Australia. More on this in

it can be applied to rather rough data, such as tran-

section 4.

scripts of speech or the writing of second-language
learners. And as noted in the introduction it can

3

Rationale
be applied to any language, using any tag-set for

Now we will discuss the reasons for, and assump-

which there is a tagger or a tagged corpus avail-

tions behind our method, and after that some of its

able (TnT can be trained on any tagged corpus).

features and options.

We note that natural language processing work
9
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POS-n-grams show Syntax

lower accuracy (Manning and Schütze, 1999, 372
ff.). But since we aimed to contribute to the study

The pivotal assumption behind our method is that

of language contact and second-language learning,

POS-n-grams offer a good aggregate representa-

we chose a linguistically sensitive set designed by

tion of syntax. And a first objection to it could

linguists, not computer scientists.

be that POS-n-grams do not reflect syntax completely and that we thus should focus on full parsetrees instead. However since it is unlikely that re-

A third benefit of this method is that it delivers

searchers will take the time to hand-annotate large

numerical data, and also provides significance lev-

amounts of data, meaning we shall need automati-

els with them. This allows one to go beyond the

cally annotated data, we encounter a problem; that

anecdotal and give a more rigorous grounding to

our parsers, the automatic data annotators capable

dialectological or linguistic hypotheses. It could

of full annotation, are not yet robust enough for

be important not only in the study of language con-

this task, especially for rougher data, such as spo-

tact, but also in the study of second-language ac-

ken language (even the best score only about 90%

quisition. And it may be of more general linguistic

per constituent on edited newspaper prose).

interest, since contact effects are well-recognized
A second objection to the use of POS-n-grams
confounders in the task of historical reconstruccould be that syntax concerns more than POS-ntion. Numerical measures of syntactic difference
grams. In response we wish to deny that this is
may enable these fields to look afresh at many isa genuine problem for the development of a measues.
sure of difference. We note that our situation is
similar to other situations in which effective meaIt is important however to know that our method

sures have been established. For example, even

hinges on two assumptions, even if we think that

though researchers in first language acquisition are

they are reasonable and sound. We will introduce

very aware that syntactic development is reflected

and discuss them now.

in the number of categories, and rules and/or con10
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structions used, the degree to which principles of

users can give at least a good indication of what

agreement are respected, etc., they are still in large

the differences in the underlying syntax might be.

agreement that the simple mean length of utter3.3

ance (MLU) is an excellent measure of syntactic

Part of Speech Taggers are Accurate
Enough

maturity (Ritchie and Bhatia, 1998). We therefore continue, postulating that the measure we pro-

The method’s second assumption is that POS-

pose will correlate with syntactic differences as a

taggers are accurate enough for the POS-n-grams

whole, even if it does not measure them directly.

to reflect syntax at an aggregate level. First of all

In fact we can be rather optimistic about us-

the facts: As noted we used Thorsten Brants’ Tri-

ing POS-n-grams given the consensus in syntac-

grams ’n Tags tagger. We used it with the tagset of

tic theory that a great deal of hierarchical struc-

the TOSCA-ICE consisting of 270 tags (Garside ,

ture is predictable given the knowledge of lexi-

1997), of which 75 were never instantiated in our

cal categories, in particular given the lexical head.

material. We trained the tagger on the British ICE

Sells (1982, §§ 2.2, 5.3, 4.1) demonstrates that

corpus, which totals 1.000.000 words. Since our

this was common to theories in the 1980s (Gov-

material was spoken English (see section 4), we

ernment and Binding theory, Generalized Phrase

also did some experiments with training TnT on

Structure Grammar, and Lexical Function Gram-

only the spoken half of the ICE corpus, but perfor-

mar), and the situation has changed little in the

mance was better when using the whole corpus.

successor theories (Minimalism and Head-Driven

Even then, using the British ICE corpus was sub-

Phrase Structure Grammar). Even though the con-

optimal, as the material we wished to analyse was

sensus of twenty years ago has been relaxed in

the English of Finnish emigrants to Australia, but

recognition of the autonomy of constructions (Fill-

we were unable to acquire sufficient tagged Aus-

more and Kay, 1999), syntactic heads still have

tralian material.

a privileged status in determining a projection of

We tested the TnT tagger with a sample of 1.000

syntactic structure. So it is likely that even individ-

words from our material which was tagged by

ual POS-n-grams typical for a group of language

hand. We found that the tagger was correct for
11
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81.2% of POS-tags. The accuracy is poor com-

by automatic taggers are more or less random, they

pared to newspaper texts, but we are dealing with

will cancel each other out, effectively annulling

conversation, including the syntactically imperfect

the influence of tagging errors. This cancelling

conversation of non-natives here. Still, n-grams

of errors happens because in most cases we can

consist of multiple POS-tags, so performance is

expect the tagger to make similar mistakes in both

worse for larger n-grams; namely 56.1% for 3-

groups, so the tagger favours neither of the groups.

grams, and even 39.0% for 5-grams. In addition

A tentative analysis confirmed this as we found

we also performed our small test using the reduced

that the tagging errors in the two groups seem to

ICE tagset. It consisted of only 20 tags. For this

be of a similar kind, and also the error-rates in both

performance was a bit better, namely: 86.7% for

groups are very similar, as can be seen in table 2

1-grams, 66.6% for 3-grams, and 51.8% for 5-

(also see the results in section 4.3 for a further con-

grams. See table 1 for the full set of results.

firmation).

Table 1: Performance of TnT on our data. Results

Table 2: Performance of TnT for the groups. Re-

per n-gram size for both the full and the reduced

sults of both groups, for the full tagset.

tagsets.
N-grams

full tagset

reduced tagset

1-grams

81.2%

86.7%

2-grams

67.5%

76.2%

3-grams

56.1%

66.6%

4-grams

46.7%

58.8%

5-grams

39.0%

51.8%

N-grams

youth

adults

1-grams

81.7%

80.9%

2-grams

67.3%

67.7%

3-grams

56.0%

56.2%

4-grams

47.6%

46.2%

5-grams

40.4%

38.2%

Thus the results of the method in the form of
So the performance of TnT is not that good

a p-value and the POS-n-grams responsible for

for 3-grams and longer n-grams, meaning that our

the difference, will be due mostly to the correctly

method is handicapped by half of the 3-grams of

tagged POS-n-grams. In addition the use of the

the full tagset being erroneous. But fortunately we

technique for data mining is unaffected by worries

can fall back on a property of the statistics of large

of tagging bias. Since in that case individually de-

numbers here, namely that as the errors produced

tected POS-n-grams are analysed and looked up in
12
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the corpus, so that any parsing-errors that would

guistic sources of the syntactic variation between

show up in the results may then be corrected by

the two groups, and we examined the degree of

hand or left out of the analysis.

what we call syntactic ‘contamination’ in the English of the adult speakers.

4

Tangible Results

Lauttamus et al.

interpreted the findings from (at least) two perspectives, universal tendencies vs. contact influ-

In this section we will summarize the research

ence. The notion of ‘universal’ is concerned, not

into the English of Finnish immigrants in Australia

with hypotheses about Chomskyan universals, but

(Lauttamus , 2007). We will especially examine

rather with more general properties of the lan-

the trigrams responsible for the difference. We

guage faculty and natural tendencies in the gram-

mainly test their usefulness for linguistic analysis

mar, called ‘vernacular primitives’ by Chambers

here, in order to evaluate the method.

(Chambers, 2003, 265-266). To explain language
4.1

Application

usage by the groups, we also draw upon the strategies that second-language learners usually evince

We applied the procedure described in section 2 to

regardless of their mother tongue (Faerch and

the Finnish Australian English Corpus, a corpus

Kasper, 1983; Larsen-Freeman and Long, 1991;

of interviews compiled in 1994 by Greg Watson of

Ellis, 1994; Thomason, 2001)

the University of Joensuu, Finland (Watson, 1995;
Watson, 1996). The informants were all Finnish

4.2

Significance and Trigrams

emigrants to Australia and they are classified into
two groups in this report: (1) the ADULTS (group

After applying the method we found that the

‘a’, adult immigrants), who were 18 or older upon

groups clearly differed in the distribution of POS

arrival in Australia; (2) the JUVENILES (group ‘j’,

trigrams they contain (p < 0.0001). This means

juvenile immigrant children of these adults), who

that the difference between the original two sub-

were born in Finland and were all under the age of

corpora was in the largest 0.01% of the Monte

18 when they disembarked.

Carlo permutations, and thus highly significant.

The goal of the research was to detect the lin-

We also find genuinely deviant syntax patterns if
13
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3. Omission of primary (copula) ‘be’ and of the

the difference between the two sub-corpora.

primary verb ‘be’ in the progressive (present

As noted in section 2.5 only differences be-

and past).

tween the groups can be found using our method,

4. Underuse of the existential (expletive) ‘there’

and so we have no way to seek evidence of po-

and the anaphoric ‘it’ in subject position.

tential contamination of the juveniles’ L2 acquisi5. Utterances where the negator ‘not’ is placed
tion relative to native speakers. Nevertheless we
in pre-verbal position.
can still deduce much from the POS trigrams that
6. Misuse of the pronoun ‘what’ as a relative

contributed to the differences (individual α levels

pronoun or complementiser.

of 0.05). We limited our analysis to a practically
random selection of 137 trigrams from the 308 tri-

7. Extension of the simple present (as opposed

grams found to be significant and typical for the

to the past tense and the progressive) to de-

adult-speakers.3 They were sorted by their relative

scribe not only present but also past or future

typicality (see section 5.3.2 for the normalisation)

events.

and each interpreted using 20 random sentences

8. Indications of incorrect use of formulae such

from the corpus which contained them.

as ‘that’s’ and ‘what’s’ as in ‘that’s is a’.

The findings concerning the adults can be de9. A tendency to place material between verbs
scribed as follows. See Lauttamus et al. for exand direct objects ‘I don’t like really any old
tended discussion.
age’.4
1. Overuse of hesitation phenomena (pauses,
The table below (3) shows a listing of the numfilled pauses, repeats, false starts etc.) and
bers of trigrams supporting each of the above
parataxis (particularly with ‘and’ and ‘but’).

claims.5

2. Overuse (and underuse) of the indefinite and

It should be noted that we have the most evi-

definite articles.
3

dence for disfluency and the over- and under-use

Originally it was the top-176 obtained using our earlier,

4

slightly less robust normalisation

Note that this is an example where the technique de-

tects a violation involving a constituent (direct object) and

14
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Table 3: Trigram counts for the eight findings.

Sept 27, 2009

Quantitative Analysis

The index-number corresponds with the numbered
For a quantitative analysis the n-grams can be
findings in the text. Zero is used for trigrams that
sorted in two ways, namely by absolute and relacould not be interpreted (they have the ‘[useless]’
tive typicality. The first normalisation (betweenlabel). Count is the number of occurrences among
subjects normalisation, section 5.3.1) produces
those looked at.
absolute data in the sense that the total number of
Index

Usage

Count

0

[useless]

24

1

Disfluent

90

2

Articles

39

3

No-Be

1

4

No-There

3

5

Pre-Negator

3

6

Relative-What

3

7

Present

3

8

Formulae

5

9

Between

3

occurrences of trigrams is decisive so that more
frequent trigrams end up at the top. The second
normalisation (between-types normalisation, section 5.3.2) normalises for frequency, and thus produces relative data, moving the relatively more
typical trigrams to the top.
We start with a scatterplot (Figure 1) of the
distributions as produced by sorting the typical
and significant trigrams by the two normalisations.

of articles, though the other findings are also well

Please note again that only the significant trigrams

supported. In addition, because this method also

are sorted, and that exactly the same trigrams are

detects over and under-use, the notion of avoid-

sorted (but differently) on both lists.

ance does not therefore imply total absence of
As can be seen in the scatterplot, the more frea feature in either group. See our earlier paper
quent trigrams are generally less typical and vice
(Lauttamus , 2007) for a qualitative analysis.
versa. Thus the two ways of normalising really do
produce differently ordered lists of trigrams. To

not merely low-level word categories.
5

ples

A

full list of all trigrams with examfrom the corpus can be downloaded at

an extent this relation is unsurprising as it is less

http://wybowiersma.net/pub/fiauimenre/separate-table.pdf.

likely that something very frequent is confined to

In this list the ‘usages’ corresponds to the ’usage’ below.

only one group. Constructs that are frequent in a
15
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Figure 1: Distribution of the 137 randomly selected trigrams with absolute values on the X-axis (only
between-subjects normalised) and relative values on the Y-axis (normalised for frequency, between-types
normalised). The parallel lines denote 1 standard deviation.
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language are less likely to be relatively over-used.

pecially if many n-grams are found or when time-

Infrequent constructions on the other hand provide

constraints are strict.

learners with too little evidence of their appropri-

Lastly we also hand-checked the performance

ate use. It is easier for them to rise to suspicious

of the TnT tagger for the 20 examples found with

levels of relative frequency.

each of the analysed trigrams from the top-308

Our second graph (figure 2) shows the cumula-

list. While doing this we examined a window of

tive percentage of interpretable trigrams found at

three words on each side of the trigram, so the

each rank position. This graph is much like re-

context was taken into account. The results of this

call graphs as used in Information Retrieval. For

are very promising, because when compared to the

example in the ‘absolute’ data approximately 40%

performance of TnT on the whole corpus, perfor-

of the interpretable trigrams are found in the top

mance for the significant n-grams is up by almost

120.

20 percent points; 76.3% as opposed to the overall
56.5%.

What it shows is slightly surprising, namely that
the absolute data, that is the data normalised with

This means that the errors as introduced by

just the between-subjects normalisation (the black

the tagger are to a great extent indeed random

line) is better than the relative (normalised for fre-

noise that does not disturb our method, confirm-

quency, the grey line) data. The difference is mod-

ing what we argued for in section 3.3. Note also

est for the whole collection of useful trigrams, but

that 76.3% approaches the ceiling of TnTs 81.2%

when discarding the first two categories (both dis-

performance on 1-grams very closely. This means

fluency and articles), the results are more alike.

both that the method will likely work even better

This suggests two things, first that the over-use of

on cleaner data, and that even though we might

articles occurs in frequent, but not very typical tri-

still be missing something due to systematic tag-

grams, and second, that the same might be true for

ging errors, it is unlikely to be very much, or to

hesitations, if perhaps to a lesser extent. While

cause false overall significance.

not conclusive, the tendency suggests it might be

Thus the evaluation of our method via our ex-

a good idea to look at the absolute data first, es-

periment on the corpus containing the English of
17
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Figure 2: Recall of interpretable trigrams as a function of both the absolute (only between-subjects
normalised) and relative (normalised for frequency, between-types normalised) sort-order.
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Finnish emigrants to Australia, is promising in

tations (random permutations), which means ex-

that the method works well, both in distinguishing

tracting two sets of the same size as the base-sets at

two different groups of speakers, and in highlight-

random from A∪B. We call these two random sets

ing relevant syntactic deviations between the two

A1 , B1 , and we calculate the difference between

groups.

these two in the same fashion, δ(A1 , B1 ), recording if δ(A1 , B1 ) >= δ(A, B), i.e., if the differ-

5

Statistical Theory

ence between the two randomly selected subsets
from the entire set of observations is as extremely

The test we need has to be able to check whether

or even more extremely different than the original

the differences between frequency vectors con-

sets.

taining 8, 300 elements are statistically significant,
and how significant the individual differences are.

If we repeat this process of permutations, say,

Also it has to be a method that will not find signif-

10, 000 times, then counting the number of times

icance for tiny differences due to the large num-

we obtain differences at least as extreme as in the

ber of variables alone. Fortunately permutation

base-case, allows us to calculate how strongly the

tests fulfill these requirements when used wisely

original two sets differ from a chance division with

(Good, 1995; Moore and McCabe, 2005). Kessler

respect to δ. In that case we may conclude that if

(2001) contains an informal introduction for an ap-

the two sets were not genuinely different, the orig-

plication within linguistics.

inal division into A and B was likely to the degree of p = n/10, 000. Put into more standard

5.1

Permutation Tests

hypothesis-testing terms, p is the p-value, i.e. the

As noted the fundamental idea behind permutation

probability of seeing the difference between the

tests with Monte Carlo permutation is very sim-

two sets if there is no difference in the populations

ple, but the mathematics is very simple as well:

they represent. Based on this value we may reject

we measure the difference between the two orig-

(or retain) the null hypothesis that there is no sig-

inal sets in some convenient fashion, obtaining

nificant difference between the two sets.

δ(A, B). We then apply the Monte Carlo permu-

Permutation tests are quite different from para19
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metric tests such as the (M)ANOVA and the t-test

needs to be alert about exactly what relationships

in that they make fewer assumptions and are appli-

between the data-sets are being measured by ones

cable to more kinds of data. They do not require

test and its permutations. What is important here

the data to be normally distributed (to conform to

is the exchangeability of elements under the null-

any particular probability distribution), or to be

hypothesis, or in other words that there is no inter-

homoscedastic (have regular and finite variance).

dependence between the elements that are being

And this is good news as most linguistic research

permutated. We can best illustrate this by ex-

violates at least one of these requirements.

plaining our decision to measure the difference

Permutation tests can also be more sensitive

in syntax by permutating the speakers in the two

than parametric tests such as t-tests, as the lat-

groups, and not the n-grams or the sentences —

ters estimations of significance depend on normal-

as we did previously (Nerbonne and Wiersma,

ity assumptions, etc., while permutation-tests are

2006). Because if we permute separate n-grams

tailored to the data. The permutation-test implic-

then we might — besides the differences between

itly generates the equivalent of a distribution ta-

the groups — also measure the syntactic relation-

ble during permutation. Kemperthorne and Fisher

ships between (overlapping) n-grams within sen-

remark: “conclusions [of the ANOVA] have no

tences. By permutating sentences of multiple dif-

justification beyond the fact that they agree with

ferent speakers across two groups we might also

those which could have been arrived at by this el-

measure differences between the personal syntac-

ementary method [the permutation test]” (Eding-

tic styles of the subjects, instead of just those dif-

ton, 1987, 11). Permutation-tests are also easier to

ferences that are caused by them being members

understand and more transparent than many para-

of the two groups. Only the speakers can be con-

metric tests, at least for most non-mathematicians.

sidered to be truly independent and exchangable.
Secondly, as always, there is an important dif-

5.2

Exchangability and Relevance
ference between statistical significance and effect

Permutation tests have only two real requirements

size. A statistically significant result does not nec-

which are relatively straightforward. First, one

essarily indicate a big difference. Significance
20
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measures the likelihood of a difference being due

samples which arise through permutations — is

to chance. Very small, but consistent differences

applied to the collection of POS-n-gram frequen-

can always be made significant by increasing the

cies once these have been normalised.

size of the dataset. For example, if height were

We first describe the normalisation that is re-

related to presentation skills, but only if averaged

quired. This normalisation is called the BETWEEN

over millions of people, then knowing that a a pre-

SUBJECTS NORMALISATION .

senter is tall, would not tell you very much about

whole range of factors that could otherwise vi-

the quality of the upcoming presentation. The

olate the requirements of permutation tests, and

problem in this example is that the relationship

it is thus quite conservative and robust. It nor-

is not strong enough. Sheer corpus size will lead

malizes for differences in the size of texts, in-

to higher estimates of statistical significance when

stead of for variations in sentence-length, like the

using permutation-tests, and having a bigger cor-

IN - PERMUTATION NORMALISATION

pus will always make it easier to find significant

our previous paper on the method (Nerbonne and

differences (Agresti, 1996; Edington, 1987).

6

It corrects for a

described in

Wiersma, 2006), which was both more complex

In short: when used with the necessary care,

and a bit less conservative.

permutation tests are a very suitable tool for

The second normalisation we used is called the

finding significant syntactical differences and the

BETWEEN - TYPES NORMALISATION ,

POS-n-grams that contribute to this difference.

malizes for differences in frequency between n-

and it nor-

gram types. Using it is optional and its purpose
5.3

Normalisations
is mainly the elimination of frequency as a factor,

Each measurement of difference that is part of the

allowing one to detect significance if the typical n-

permutation test — whether the difference is be-

grams are the less frequent ones. It is also different

tween the original two samples or between two

from the normalisation that we used for the same

6

purpose before (the BETWEEN - PERMUTATIONS

In our 2006 paper we formulated this less clearly and

conservatively. In fact we thought then that corpus size could

NORMALISATION ).

be ignored, which is wrong.

between-types normalisation is much simpler to
21
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calculate for the output of the between-subjects

them, so the requirement of exchangeability (con-

normalisation, and that part of its function is now

stant group-sizes) is not violated. The normalisa-

delegated to a third normalisation.

tion functions, in short, by correcting for the size
of the text by the speaker as measured by the num-

The BETWEEN - GROUPS NORMALISATION is

ber of POS-n-grams inside it.

the third normalisation, and it has a really different
function from the others as its output is not used

It has the possible disadvantage that it might not

as input for a measure or a permutation-test, but is

always be possible, easy or feasible to split up a

solely meant for detecting which of the two groups

corpus according to authorship. For example some

a given n-gram is typical for. So it can only be

texts, such as those in the Bible, have multiple or

used after individual n-grams were selected by us-

contested authors. Such problems may be solved,

ing one of the other normalisations. It normalises

we believe, but we omit discussions in the interest

for group-size, so it can detect what constitutes

of brevity.
For the between-subjects normalisation we first

over- or under-use, even if the groups are of dif-

collect from the tagger a sequence of counts ci

ferent sizes.

of POS-tag-n-grams (index i, total number n) for
5.3.1

The Between-Subjects Normalisation

each subject (c). Giving us one vector (cs ) per subject.

The between-subjects normalisation is, as
noted, applied to texts belonging to single au-

cs = < cs1 , cs2 , ..., csn >

thors or speakers. Its purpose is to make the colAfter that we normalise for total number of
lection of POS-n-grams that make up the texts
POS-n-grams produced by a given subject. We
of a speaker comparable to that of other speakdo this by calculating the sum of the subject’s ners so that no one subject has more influence on
gram-counts, and then dividing each of his indithe groups vector than any other. This is also
vidual n-gram counts by it. This gives us an nimportant for permutating, as it ensures that the

gram fraction vector (f s ) for the subject.

sizes of the groups in terms of n-grams counts will
Ns =

not change when authors are permutated between
22
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that ended up in that group (summing the fractions
f s = < ..., fis (= csi /N s ), ... >

Pn

s
i=1 fi

per n-gram for different authors in the group, not
=1
across different n-grams), giving us a vector hold-

After we have done this for all the subjects, we

ing per-n-gram sums for each group: sj and sa

have a list (F) that contains vectors, namely the
(note this last step is also done for for all permutafraction-vectors of all subjects (with m as the total
tions).
number of subjects).

s >
F = < f1s , f2s , ..., fm

sj =

P|j|

sa =

P|a|

j
i=1 Fi

a
i=1 Fi

The pair of vectors it produces at each permutam = |j| + |a|
tion (sj and sa ) can, besides being already directly
Then we use the fraction-vectors in this list as

usable when no further normalisation is done for

the elements we permutate, instead of n-grams

frequency, also be used as input for the second nor-

or sentences, effectively permutating speakers.

malisation, the between-types normalisation.

We permutate these subjects between two groups,
5.3.2

which we shall refer to as juveniles (‘j’) and adults

The Between-Types Normalisation

(‘a’) as we did in our example research. Each per-

The purpose of the between-types normalisation

mutation results in two lists — one for each group

is the removal of the influence of absolute frequen-

— containing the fraction-vectors of the subjects

cies in n-gram counts. This is useful because as

ending up in that group (f sj for a subject-vector

can be seen in the graph for trigrams (figure 3),

in the juveniles group). So for each permutation,

the frequency of POS-n-gram types follows Zipf’s

including the base-case, we produce two lists of

law, and thus a few very frequent (perhaps uninter-

fraction-vectors (Fj and Fa ).

esting) n-grams could have too much influence on

sj
Fj = < f1sj , f2sj , ..., f|j|
>

the reported significance of the difference between

sa >
Fa = < f1sa , f2sa , ..., f|a|

the two groups.

As the last step of this normalisation for each

So this normalisation allows one to find signif-

group we sum the fraction-vectors of all subjects

icance regardless of frequency if there are enough
23
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Figure 3: Distribution of the trigrams in the FAEC corpus in a log log graph, with the ideal Zipf distribution in grey.
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The values thus normalised will be 0.5 on aver-

n-gram types that are typical for the two original

age when the groups are of the same size. They

sub-corpora,
It is similar to the second step of the subject nor-

will be skewed in the direction of the larger group

malisation (the fractions per author), except that it

when one of the groups is bigger than the other.

is based on the total count for each n-gram type:

Therefore the output of this normalisation cannot

for each POS-n-gram type i in each group (sub-

directly be used to determine if there is under- or

corpus) g ∈ {a, j}, the summed count of the group

over-use (as 0.3 can be over-use for a small group,

sgi is divided by the total count (both as provided

and extreme under-use for a bigger one).

by the subject normalisation, so they are summed

It is primarily meant for determining the over-

fractions, not raw counts) for that type si . The

all (corpus-wide) p-value without regard to fre-

outer part of the formula for tg is (where sji is the

quency. It has no influence on the p values re-

count of the POS-n-gram i which occurs in group

ported for individual n-grams, because it is only a

j):

linear transformation when looked at per n-gram.
tj = < ..., tji (= sji /si ), ... >

In addition we use it for sorting the n-grams that

ta = < ..., tai (= sai /si ), ... >

were found to be significant, as it will cause infrequent, but typical n-grams to move to the top (see

The inner part of the formula, the total count for

section 2.4).

each n-gram (si ), can be calculated for the whole

The normalisation is applied to the base-case

vector (s) as follows:

and all subsequent permutations, and the pair of
s = < ..., si (=

sji

+

sai ), ...

>

arrays it produces (tj and ta ) is ready to be used

N-grams with large summed authors’ fraction

as input for a measure.

counts are those with high frequencies in the orig5.3.3

inal sub-corpora. The normalisation under discus-

The Between-Groups Normalisation

sion strips away the role of frequency and thus al-

The between-groups normalisation is applied to

lows us to find significance if there are typical n-

the output of the first normalisation (the between-

grams, even if they are less frequent.

subjects normalisation) and it is meant for detect25
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ing whether an n-gram is being over-used in one

the number of subjects in the juveniles, and adults

group or the other. The average normalised value

group, respectively):

will be 1, with cases of over-use in the group hav-

sj = <, sji (= (sji + sai ) · N j /(N j + N a )), >

ing a normalised value of bigger than 1, and cases

sa = <, sai (= (sji + sai ) · N a /(N j + N a )), >

of under-use having a value smaller than 1. It is
The values thus normalised will be 1 on average
calculated by dividing the per-n-gram count by the
across permutations, and thus when summed for
average value for that n-gram in that group. It
large corpora, be equal to the number of POS-nworks because the average value for each of these
gram types.
n-grams across permutations is equal to the exj
i=1 oi

pected value for a group of that size under the null-

Pn

=n

hypothesis.

Pn

=n

a
i=1 oi

More formally it is arrived at in the following

We firmly note again that the per-POS-n-gram

way: for each POS-n-gram i in each group (sub-

values output by this normalisation are only use-

corpus) g ∈ {a, j}, the summed count sgi is di-

ful for detecting over- and under-use when used

vided by the average of the summed count (both

together with information on per-POS-n-gram sta-

as provided by the between-subjects normalisa-

tistical significance as provided by one of the other

tion) for that type in that group (across all permu-

normalisations.

tations): sgi . The outer part of the formula for og

First of all it cannot be used to find typical or

is:

extreme POS-n-grams without consideration for
oj = < ..., oji (= sji /sji ), ... >

significance, because infrequent n-grams are espe-

oa = < ..., oai (= sai /sai ), ... >

cially likely to have high values with respect to sgi .

Now for large numbers of permutations the in-

For example a n-gram occurring only once, in one

ner part of the formula, namely the average count

sub-corpus, will get a value of 1/0.5 = 2 (as it

(sgi ), can be calculated as (sji + sai )/2 when the

is indeed very typical for this sub-corpus), while

groups are of equal sizes, and as follows when

with a count of one it clearly will not be statis-

the groups differ in size (where N j and N a are

tically significant (moving between equally sized
26
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Measures

tations).
The choice of vector difference measure, e.g. cosine vs. χ2 , does not affect the proposed technique greatly, and alternative measures can easily

Secondly this normalisation is not suitable to

be used. Accordingly, we have worked with both

generate per n-gram p-values itself when group-

cosine and two measures inspired by the RECUR -

sizes differ, because then the output will not be

RENCE

symmetrical. To illustrate this we can look at

(R) metric introduced by Kessler (Kessler,

2001, 157 and further). We also call these mea-

our single n-gram again: as a n-gram occurring

sures R and RS QUARE. The advantage of the R

in a smaller sub-corpus can produce very big nor-

and RSquare metrics is that they are transparent

malised values, such as 1/0.2 = 5, and one in

since they are simple aggregates that allow one to

a bigger sub-corpus will always produce smaller

easily see how much each n-gram contributed to

values, such as 1/0.8 = 1.25. This can lead to

the difference. We also used these measures to cal-

false significance by introducing fluctuations in

culate a separate p-value per n-gram.

the normalised group-sizes, and by turning two-

Our R is calculated as the sum of the differences

sided measures, such as RSquare, into one-sided

of each cell with respect to the average for that

ones (more on RSquare in section 5.4).

cell. If we have collected our data into two vectors
(sj , sa ), and if i is the index of a POS-n-gram, R
When these two things are kept in mind the

for each of these two groups is equal, and it simply

between-groups normalisation can be used for as-

looks as follows.

signing the detected pos-n-grams to the list of the
R=

group which over-uses them. Just as the previous
normalisations, this normalisation is also applied

Pn

i=1

sji − sgi

With the average between the two group for

to the base-case and all subsequent permutations,

each n-gram cell (sgi ) being.

and for each it produces a pair of arrays (oj and
sgi = (sji + sai )/2

oa ).
27
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Applications of the Method

differences more than many small ones, and it is
simply the square of R, and thus calculated in this

As already shortly mentioned in the introduction,

way (with sgi being the same as for R).

the method as presented here can be applied to
many data-sets. It can offer quantitative answers

RSquare =

j
i=1 (si

Pn

−

sgi )2

to many questions other than our questions on

Both R and RSquare are two-sided measures.

the two generations of immigrants. More specific

This means that the same R(Square) value is ob-

questions could be asked such as the time course

tained when an n-gram has more than the aver-

needed for second-language acquisition, the rela-

age value to a certain extent (say x), as when it

tive importance of factors influencing the degree

has less than the average to this same extent (also

of difference such as the mother tongue of the

x). So tests using them are two-tailed (conser-

speakers, other languages they know, the length

vative). Both very typical and a-typical n-grams

and time of their experience in the second lan-

are detected as significant. Thus assignment to the

guage, the role of formal instruction, etc. And

groups for which they are typical is done as a sep-

beyond this, comparisons could be made between

arate step using the between-groups normalisation

dialects and variants of languages (such as the var-

(see 5.3.3).

ious Englishes as collected in the ICE-corpora).

All in all we had best results with the RSquare

Also different discourses can be compared, such

measure and thus have used it for our example re-

as the language of lawyers or academics as com-

search.

pared to that of laymen or students.
Allthough we expect our technique to be espe-

6

Further Research
cially useful to corpora involving speech or disflu-

First we will go into possible applications of the

ent language, it might also be applied to the anal-

method, and then we will give some sugges-

ysis of literary styles such as the syntactic differ-

tions for testing, analysis, and improvement of the

ence between romance and detective novels. The

method.

change of syntax through time could also be fol28
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lowed, as reflected in novels or newspapers pub-

size at which a significant difference may be found

lished in different decades or even different cen-

if there is one). It would also be valuable to anal-

turies. In addition it might be used to track traces

yse the various types of errors in analysis that the

of the grammar of a source-language (say Ancient

method might produce. So far we found better

Greek) in modern translations of classical texts.

tagger-performance for the significant n-grams, as

As long as a common tagset exists or can be de-

noted in sections 3.3 and 4.3. Another opportu-

vised for a corpus of comparable material, and

nity for analysis might be the testing of the method

the comparison answers one or more meaningful

with various tag-sets and n-gram sizes: especially

questions, it can be used, and not just for purely

tag-sets of various precisions, and for larger n-

scientific purposes.

grams.7

It might even lead to very concrete applications

The method used here exploratory can be used

in teaching, so second language learners, aspir-

straightforwardly in hypothesis testing, e.g. by

ing creative writers, or journalism-students can be

identifying a class of POS-n-grams for which one

shown what grammatical structures they — either

predicts to find significant differences. Lauttamus,

collectively or individually — are over- or under-

Nerbonne & Wiersma (to appear) examine the hy-

using compared to native speakers, famous au-

potheses that (I) filled pauses infect a great deal

thors, or acclaimed journalists. If the method is

of L2 speech, but (II) that they do not exhaust the

confirmed to work for small corpus-sizes and/or is

significant differences. One might also employ a

improved and calibrated sufficiently, many practi-

cross-validation design in which the corpus is re-

cal applications may be realizable.

peatedly split into parts, say 20% stands to 80%,
where the second part is used to mine for typical

6.2

Analysis and improvement of the method
n-grams which may then be confirmed by apply-

The method should be analysed in more depth

7

There appears to be a bandwidth between 1- and 5-grams

with respect to the corpus-size at which it is ef-

at which it is easier to find significance, but apart from noting

fective in finding genuine differences. A mini-

decreased significance at the edges, we have not yet been able

mum size should be established (smallest corpus-

to map it more precisely.
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of aggregate syntactic difference.

ment would be to add a stronger protection against

The technique proposed follows Aarts and

family-wise errors, such as partial null hypothesis

Granger (1998) in using part-of-speech n-grams.

family-wise errors (part of null-hypothesis being

We argue that such lexical categories are likely to

true, as for separate n-grams). In the literature on

reflect a great deal of syntactic structure given the

neuro-imaging, where comparisons between many

tenets of linguistic theory according to which more

data points also have to be made, proposals and so-

abstract structure is, in general, projected from

lutions have recently been put forth (Nichols and

lexical categories. We went beyond Aarts and

Holmes, 2002; Nichols and Hayasaka, 2003).

Granger in Showing how entire vectors of POS n-

In addition it could be useful to experiment with

grams may be used to characterize aggregate syn-

various measures, and especially to calibrate it so

tactic distance, and in particular by showing how

we would have a standardized, overall difference-

these, and individual n-gram counts can be anal-

value in addition to a p-value. When parsers be-

ysed statistically.

come more accurate, one could go beyond POS-

The technique was implemented using an auto-

tags, especially for cases where tagging accuracy

matic POS-tagger, several normalisations and per-

might be less an issue, such as in newspaper text or

mutation statistics, and it was shown to be effec-

novels as Sanders and others have shown (Sanders,

tive on the English of Finnish immigrants to Aus-

2007; Baayen , 1996; Hirst and Feiguina, 2007).

tralia. We were able to detect various forms of interference of their L1 (Finnish) on the English of

7

Conclusion
the adult speakers, such as over-use of articles and

Weinreich (1968) regretted that there was no way

placing not in pre-verbial position, as well some

to “measure or characterize the total impact one

due to universal contact-influences, such as the

language on another in the speech of bilinguals,”

over-use of hesitation phenomenon.

(1968, p. 63) and speculated that there could not

The ComLinToo, the software implementing the

be. This paper has proposed a way of going be-

method, including the normalisations, is freely

yond counts of individual phenomena to a measure

available. It is developed to allow easy application
30
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to other data-sets, and generalization to n-grams of

made the data available and consulted extensively

any size.

on its analysis. We also thank audiences at the

There are many possibilities for future research.

2005 TaBu Dag, Groningen; at the Workshop

First of all it can be applied to a wide range of

Finno-Ugric Languages in Contact with English II

data-sets and used to answer many questions, such

held in conjunction with Methods in Dialectology

as factors influencing language learning, compar-

XII at the Université de Moncton, Aug. 2005; the

isons between discourses and literary styles, and

Sonderforschungsbereich 441, “Linguistic Data

maybe even teaching. Secondly the method could

Structures”, Tübingen in Jan. 2006; the Seminar

be further analysed, testing it with various corpus-,

on Methodology and Statistics in Linguistic Re-

tagset- and n-gram-sizes, and doing more qualita-

search, University of Groningen, Spring, 2006; the

tive analysis. Lastly there are also many opportu-

Linguistic Distances Workshop at the Coling/ACL

nities to improve the method, by adding and evalu-

2006 in Sydney, July. 2006; and the Thirteenth In-

ating more statistical safe-guards, by experiment-

ternational Conference on Methods in Dialectol-

ing with various measures, and by using chunk-

ogy, Leeds, Aug. 2008, and especially Livi Ruffle,

ing or parsing, instead of POS-tags, especially for

for useful comments on our earlier paper.

cleaner data.
Thus while we fall short of Weinreich’s goal of
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